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Dear reader,
with this simple handbook we would like to share with
you the results of our project, CIVIS, over which we
have been working between the end of 2013 and 2016.
CIVIS is about a lot of things: It is about energy in
our houses, it is about applying the communication
technologies to our everyday choices, it is about
creating new relations with our neighbors; it is about
seeing energy in a new way!
This project has been an experience to which many
different people, experts, and professionals took part,
offering their visions and ideas. We, the members of
CIVIS Consortium, gathered and shared a new way of
thinking about energy: from the usual energy producerconsumer relationships, which are mostly anonymous
and economical ones, to the direct engagement of
citizens in the use of energy as a common resource.
We wanted to involve people into an improved
management of energy and to build with them new
possibilities of investing savings for a common goal.
We have tried to combine all these aspects with the
possibilities that the new communication technologies
offer us: we have developed a web-app that helps
citizens in their every-day choices on the use of energy
and keeps them connected to the neighbors that are
living a similar experience.
However, technology did not prevent us from
meeting people in person. We gathered among
ourselves and with local communities, we spoke about
energy and ICT, and we looked for ways to pursue
a more sustainable way of conceiving energy!
We hope that these pages will help you in planning
your actions to build a more sustainable world!
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How the Handbook
works

We will start by describing1 the objective of our project
and the test sites we have chosen to implement our
idea: two small villages in the north of Italy and two
neighborhoods of Stockholm. We will specify to whom we
are addressing these pages and clarify in which terms you
might use the tools and data we’re providing you with.
The second chapter begins with the description
of the vision and methodology we have followed for
the development of the platform. In these sections we
will introduce the ICT/social main tool: the YouPower
app and the energy/ICT dimension. The final part
of the chapter is dedicated to the description of the
complementary and supporting tools that we have been
developing and used. The third chapter is dedicated
to some hints on the planning of your project and how
to structure your actions. We have divided into simple
(but not easy) steps what we think should be taken into
account while building your idea.
After the introductory elements have been clarified,
we will present you the most important resources to
develop your project. The chapters that follow are, in
fact, devoted to the technical presentation of tools that
might be used and exploited: Chapter four is dedicated
to ICT/Social platform and the YouPower app; in
chapter five we present the Energy/ICT platform with its
sensors and communication layer.
Chapter six presents the approach and the
techniques that we have used to involve citizens and
stakeholders in general “End-users engagement”, while
in chapter seven we analyse the non-economic value of
energy, tackling the Local Energy Initiatives (LEIs) and
their potentialities. Chapter eight is devoted to possible
energy models and experiences different from the ones
we are used to and the tools needed for their realization.
The last chapter is the collection of the lessons we
have learned in these three years of work together:
they range from tips on how to plan your actions to
suggestions linked to the relationships with the citizens
and stakeholders. Basically, it is a “what we have done
and should have not”, complemented with hints and
ideas to overcome similar problems and obstacles, in
case you will face them too.

What you will
read about

1

Images and documents quoted
in the handbook’s descriptions
relate to the project’s
deliverables and documents.

Overview of
CIVIS context

Our main objective was to deploy and test a new,
smart model of energy management in a community
dimension to promote energy efficiency and reduce
CO2 emissions through an interaction of energy,
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ICT and social systems - “social” intended as a
collaborative way of working and as a common goal for
a better life.
In order to reach this objective, we designed,
prototyped and validated our platform in two different
national contexts: Italy and Sweden.
In Hammarby Sjöstad, one of the two neighborhoods
of the capital of Sweden that took part to CIVIS, all
buildings are connected to the greater Stockholm district
heating network. Commercial buildings are connected to
the district cooling grid, getting the cooling capacity from
cold lake water and from the local heat pumps.
All buildings are heated by hydronic systems and they are
mainly residential, with a clear demographic preference
for young families. For each building, a housing
association is responsible for the provision of heating and
hot water and general up keeping of the common facilities
and areas. In Fårdala, the other district involved, Electric
distribution grid is available and managed by Vattenfall
that also manages district heating grid. Electricity market
is deregulated and users have the possibility to choose
the supplier and different tariffs. Mainly families live in this
area. In Fårdala there is only one housing association.
The two Italian test sites are small villages located
in the north east of the country (Trentino Region): Storo
and San Lorenzo Dorsino. In the latter, the electricity
distribution grid is available and managed by CEIS,
an electric cooperative that produce and distribute
energy to its associate members. There is no thermal
distribution grid. Buildings’ energy needs are covered
by: biomass, diesel fuel, GPL, solar thermal energy, PV,
biogas, geothermal. In Storo, the electricity distribution
grid is available and managed by CEdiS, is another
electric cooperative. A gas distribution grid (methane)
is available and managed by Trenta. Users are mostly
families and private citizens.
The core purpose of CIVIS Platform is to support
reduction of energy use and CO2 emissions (3-7%
range) by leveraging on social networks and local
communities.
In Italy, the platform helped the energy cooperatives
in balancing energy loads on their local grids by
fostering households engagement into demand side
management efforts. In Sweden, the platform supported
knowledge sharing among housing associations for the
improvement of energy efficiency strategies and energy
management practices at the building level.
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Who is the Handbook
for ?

The ideal reader of this handbook is a person, an
innovative organization or company willing to make
a change within everyday dynamics related to energy
management.
The value chain of energy services is composed
by different subjects: public officers, building
managers, private societies dealing with the new
technologies, utilities of different dimensions, local
associations, citizens, and public administrations...
Each of these subjects can find in this handbook
an easy tool for planning and developing a similar
experience to CIVIS one’s and for understanding the
contribution that other players might give to such
experience.
The promoter of this endeavour will be able to
contact and cooperate with the right stakeholders.

Use our resources!

As you will see while reading this handbook, most of
the technical information and resources that we will
offer are included in documents developed by our
consortium. The vast majority of these resources are
open, freely accessible and can be used without any
particular limitations (except where otherwise noted),
keeping the open data policy that characterized CIVIS.
All the documents named in this handbook are the
“deliverables”, or results, of our research project.
Find them on CIVIS website, under “Project results”
http://www.civisproject.eu/project.html
Beside the freely available resources, you might
also want to use services that should be purchased and
customized from partners or rely on consultancy work.
In particular:
• For information on the adoption and customization
of the “Energy/ICT” part of the platform, write to:
l.cicchese@reply.it;
• For information on the tailoring and use of
“Evolutionary and sustainability frame for Local
Energy Initiatives”, write to: eldine.verweij@tno.nl
• Otherwise, for other general and technical inquiries
on CIVIS exploitaiton you can write to:
civis.project@unitn.it
Intellectual Property
Rights disclaimer

CIVIS was funded by the European Union Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant
agreement n°608774.
CIVIS Consortium operated by following the
boundaries defined by the Consortium

How the Handbook works
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Agreement (CA). In particular, Section 8
(Foreground) of the CA regulates the ownership and the
exploitation of knowledge and Intellectual Property (IP)
generated by Consortium partners. The ownership of
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and the protection of
foreground are based on articles II.26-II.29 of the ECGrant Agreement (GA), with special provisioning for:
• Joint ownership;
• Transfer of foreground.
Each CIVIS partner is the sole owner of any knowledge
developed by that partner. The joint ownership of the
intellectual property is ruled by articles in the EC-GA,
with additional provisions reported in the CA in the
case in which no joint ownership agreement has been
reached among the interested parties.
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CIVIS Platform

Many smart energy systems frame behavioural changes
for the achievement of energy objectives in connection
to people as individual actors, who behave rationally,
independently and according to mono-dimensional
value-systems (e.g. triggered by personal economic
benefits). In CIVIS improvements in energy behaviours
concern both the individual and the collective levels:
people act as individuals, for their own reasons and
beliefs, and they also act as part of collective entities
(e.g. peer groups, institutions, associations). Therefore,
multiple-values systems come into play when ICT shall
support behavioural changes in smart energy systems.
As captured by CIVIS vision, ICT advancements
for the energy field and the related socio-economic
structures are subject to a co-evolution process, as
they both inform and influence each other. To unleash
the full potential of this vision, ICT solutions for smart
energy systems are coupled with broader social and
cultural considerations in order to sustain complex
socio-techno-economic systems. In a nutshell, CIVIS
ICT solution in support of behavioral change in the
energy domain:
• Puts people’s situated contexts and concrete needs
at the center of its design;
• Favors customizable solutions over one-size-fits all
product/service;
• Leverages on individual-to-collective and collectiveto-individual dynamics
The platform is the result of the work done by the
members of CIVIS Consortium in close collaboration
with the local stakeholders of the two piloting areas
between October 2013 and September 2016.
The objective to design, develop and test an
integrated platform for improvement of energy
behaviours has been pursued through an action
research approach. Local stakeholders were constantly
consulted and engaged with for steering and shaping
the objectives of the energy interventions as well as
the platform design and features. For this purpose,
the Consortium employed several techniques which
ranged from preliminary user studies to collaborative
workshops, from scenarios development to user
stories, from focus groups to surveys. These ensured
CIVIS vision to be kept at the centre of the work and to
be embedded in the final resulting platform as much as
possible.

Vision and methodology

CIVIS Platform

The ICT Platform
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CIVIS ICT system can support reduction of energy use
and carbon emissions by leveraging on the potential of
social ties and communities. It relies on an integrated
architecture which combines monitoring and transfer
of energy data at households’ level with a web app
interface.
It delivers four main types of services:
• Monitor and control of energy use (at household,
appliance and collective buildings level);
• Delivery of suggestions for improvements of energy
behaviors;
• Enhance awareness about personal and peers’
energy behaviors;
• Enable energy-related knowledge sharing within and
across communities.

2

Picture from CIVIS
Deliverable 3.3

Overview of CIVIS Platform architecture.2

At an high level, CIVIS ICT system is made of several
components and functionalities which can be grouped
in two different groups: ICT/Social and Energy/ICT.
ICT/Social: YouPower
It relates to the core part of CIVIS Platform and includes
all software codebase for YouPower: CIVIS hybrid app
frontend and backend services. It also includes the
“tips” database and language localizations (English,
Italian, Swedish). It is completely open source and can
be freely used and further developed or customized.
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Energy/ICT: Sensors and communication layer
It relates to the low level system integration of
households and DSOs’ energy data into CIVIS
database. It includes the description of the Decision
Support System (DSS) and the communication layer
between data gathered on site and CIVIS database,
and from CIVIS database to ICT/Social Platform’s
backend.
Complementary tools

To fulfill its underlying vision, CIVIS platform also
concerns a set of complementary tools that go beyond
the technological architecture. These tools create the
proper frame for understanding the local conditions and
developing a receptive environment to the deployment of
the ICT system.
End-users engagement (Social/Energy)
CIVIS adopted collaborative design approaches to
define the main platform functionalities and endusers interface. It also developed an engagement
model to sustain end-users’ active participation
to the use of the platform. Knowledge about
collaborative design to energy interventions
and engagement is available and can be
exploited to tailor your specific case.
Evolutionary and sustainability frame for Local
Energy Initiatives
At an higher level, CIVIS platform facilitates specific
energy actors - Local Energy Initiatives (LEIs) - in
engaging their members, energy consumers or
prosumers to become more energy aware and
efficient. CIVIS adopted and improved specific
tools that can be used to map LEIs’ multiple
value systems and to frame their sustainability
in evolutionary terms.
Energy optimization models and tools
To support energy behaviour improvements, CIVIS
platform explored and built a series of energy
models and tools. These may be used as bases
to develop state-of-the-art and customized
optimization models for your specific context.
This will support your decision process on the
overarching goals to be supported by your ICT
platform..

Building your idea

Building your idea
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Before getting into the technical specific issues, we
want to underline how we started our cooperation and
work.
At a first glance these suggestions might seem
steps taken for granted, but it is fundamental to assure
the right time, attention, effort and relevance. You will
notice that many of the tips and advices given within
the last section of this handbook, tackle one or more
aspect underlined in the following lines.
Step 1: Set your objectives
Define what is the general objective of your experience
(e.g.: reduction of C02 emissions) and how you may
reach it (or contribute to its achievement) thanks
to specific objectives (e.g.: more efficient public
buildings in your municipality). Take time to think
about what really are your goals and keep in mind
that they should be quantitative and verifiable; in
this way, you will be able to assess the impact and
quality of your efforts.
Step 2: Find your target
Citizens and other stakeholders have different
necessities, habits, constraints depending to many
factors: education, age, distance from a big city,
ICT infrastructure, local history, etc
A deep analysis of the main features of the target group
will ease your job: you will want to know who you
are addressing your efforts to. You don’t want to
organize live meetings for App-addicts or, on the
contrary, work hard on software that will be arely
used.
Step 3: Plan your action
Reaching your objectives will require the definition of
consequential steps. These steps require time,
financial support and must be carefully coordinated.
Be sure you dedicate enough energy, time and
discussion to estimate in the most accurate way
the effort you will need to implement to conclude
the specific step. Pay attention to the interrelations
these steps have one with the other: people working
on different part of the project should have the time
and tools to communicate between them. Lack of
exchange of information and results reached by the
single partners might lead to a important loss of
time and put at risk the project itself.
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Step 4: Use our tools Once you have clear ideas and defined a well
structured action plan, you may want to use
one of all the tools we have developed and
that are presented in the following paragraphs.
Of course, not necessarily CIVS has to be implemented
in its entirety; for example, if a utility already has
the whole Energy/ICT infrastructure in place,
it is possible to just adopt and adapt the
ICT/Social interface.

ICT/Social Platform: YouPower
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Main Platform’s
Components
ICT/Social Platform:
YouPower

YouPower is completely open source and can be freely
used and modified. It includes all software codebase
(for the web app frontend and backend services); the
“tips” database; and the language localizations for
English, Italian, and Swedish.
The core design of YouPower is centred around the
following macro functionality areas:
Action suggestions: where users are provided
with suggestions of micro-actions that are
implementable in everyday household practices.
Housing cooperatives: where energy management
and cooperative energy reduction actions are linked
to each cooperative’s energy performance.
Energy awareness at individual and collective levels:
where users are presented with real time
and historical energy consumption,production
information and time-of-use signals.
From the point of view of system architecture,
YouPower is built around a front-end and backend structure. The former is developed as a hybrid
(cross-platform) mobile application which uses
Ionic (HTML5 front-end development framework,
optimized for AngularJS) and Angular as a Java
Script (JS) framework. The latter uses the Node.js
platform. It is easily extensible and has a repository
of libraries that support fast web development.
MongoDB is used as back-end database. It is
document-oriented, and has flexible data schema
and expressive query language.
YouPower uses state of the art technologies for
package management to automate installation,
upgrade, configuration, and removal of software.
Package management relies on Npm, Bower, and
Gulp toolkits.
YouPower is released under the Apache License (v2.0,
2004): https://github.com/CIVIS-project/YouPower/
blob/master/LICENSE
It can be used and modified freely by anyone, provided
that the license terms are abided by.
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YouPower App

Resources
All codebase and technical documents can be
accessed from: https://app.civisproject.eu/
Deliverable 3.3 - Final field tested Integrated Energy
System – Includes detailed description of YouPower
final architecture, feature design concepts, software
technologies used. It also provides documentation
on how to download, compile and install the
software on your own server and to prepare
the server itself for running YouPower. Finally,
the document includes a set of design guidelines
that can be used to understand the rationale
behind YouPower.

Energy/ICT Platform: Sensors and communication layer

Energy/ICT Platform:
Sensors and
communication layer
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For the proper integration of the low level energy
network with the ICT one, CIVIS has developed a series
of technical tools whose main purpose is to: (i) collect
households and DSOs’ energy data into the platform
database; (ii) process energy data with specific
software modules; (iii) identify useful information for the
upper layers of the platform.
For the collection of energy data CIVIS deployed
a combination of sensor, monitoring and actuators
devices with data communication software modules.
For the processing, storage and analysis of data to
be delivered to the upper layer of the platform, CIVIS
developed specific Platform Application Enablers and a
Decision Support System.
In case in your specific situation the availability
of energy data is not enough (e.g. time or apartment
levels granularity) to enable an efficient functioning of
YouPower, it is possible build upon these tools. Their
detailed description is available in our documents and
resources. Furthermore, the responsible partner can
also offer them as software as a service or software as
a product.

3

These documents have a PP
dissemination level. Therefore,
they are restricted to other
EU/FP7 program participants
(including the Commission
services).

Resources3
Deliverable 4.2 - Pilot Site Deployments – Includes the
characterization of the system integration between
energy network and ICT network layers
as deployed in the test sites;
Deliverable 4.3 - Platform Enablers – Includes the
description of (i) energy data monitoring devices
and actuators, (ii) communication layer and design
of platform integration, (iii) Decision Support System
(DSS), and (iv) test series for monitoring devices
and actuators.
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Platform’s
Complementary Tools
End-users engagement:
the Social/Energy part
of the Platform

An ICT platform for the improvement of energy
behaviours without a proper engagement approach
or strategy may bear very limited results in terms of
its effectiveness and sustained use. Since in CIVIS we
considered the technological intervention as heavily
embedded in the social and cultural substrate, we
considered end-users involvement by starting from the
design phase and covering also the deployment of the
intervention.
On the one hand, we used a series of techniques to
design collaboratively with local stakeholders and endusers the objectives of the energy interventions and the
core functionalities of the platform. This can support
an increased sense of appropriation with regards to
the ICT platform. On the other hand, we devised and
deployed a comprehensive model for engagement
into energy behavioural change, based on the idea
of participatory budgeting process and connected to
circular economy.
These tools can be adapted and used for guiding
the implementation of end-users engagement in
different phases of your intervention.
Resources
Deliverable 1.2 - CIVIS Overall map V2.0 - Includes
a description of the User Story methodology
for the construction of intervention scenarios.
Deliverable 1.3 - CIVIS Overall map V3.0 - Includes
a description of intervention scenarios with a final
list of social and service requirements.
Deliverable 5.3 - Smart, decentralized and social
market framework - Includes an annex modeling
the engagement process based on the Participatory
Budgeting approach. It also includes a series of
assessments on engagement and ICT as well as
some recommendations regarding how to promote
residents engagement and facilitate a community
feel/spirit.

Ideas and tools for Local Energy Initiatives

Ideas and tools for
Local Energy Initiatives
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Behind the rationale of CIVIS platform design, there
is the paramount vision that the value of energy is
something that exceeds the sole economic dimension.
Moreover, the meaning of such value is heavily
dependent on the social, cultural, technical and
historical context. Local Energy Initiatives (LEIs) are
paradigmatic cases of this situation. For these actors
issues of growth and sustainability are, first and
foremost, multi-dimensional and multi-value issues.
They are not issues of economic and energy efficiency
only. Therefore, traditional business models may not be
enough to support LEIs towards sustainability in current
energy domain.
In CIVIS we developed, tested and furthered a
toolset that can help LEIs and similar actors to ground
their growth and sustainability strategies in multi-value
terms.
The first part of the toolset aims at supporting
preliminary analysis and is composed of the Value Case
Methodology and a validated adaptation of the PESTELI
model (Political, Economic, Social, Technological,
Environmental, Legal and Industry). The second part
of the toolset supports strategy planning by providing
a comprehensive sustainability framework that is
compliant with CIVIS vision. The framework includes a
guidebook on LEIs development, a series of business
model examples, and a tool for plotting maturity levels
of energy actors.
Resources
Deliverable 6.2 - Analysis of new style business
models for an emerging social energy system includes the Value Case Methodology and the
PESTELI validated model;
Deliverable 6.3 - Chances, opportunities and impact
of an emerging social energy system - Includes
the Evolutionary and sustainability framework for
LEIs

18
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Energy optimization
models and tools

CIVIS Platform’s attempt to sustain improvements of
energy behaviours, rests on a series of models and
practical tools that we modelled and developed around
the concrete energy systems of the test sites. These
models and tools cover sets of measures at supply and
demand sides; thermal and electric energy; scenarios
for optimized energy systems; predictive model for
determining the status of electricity grids with heavy
presence of renewable energy sources (RES).
Such complementary tools may be used as bases
to develop state-of-the-art and customized optimization
models for your specific context. This will support
your decision process on the overarching goals to be
supported by your ICT platform.
Resources
Deliverable 2.1 - Final report about energy, ICT, and
physical systems analysis and recommendations
(vers. A & vers. B) – They include a description
of demand side and supply side measures
for the optimization of energy systems. Furthermore,
they also include energy system modelling
(for optimisation and storage) tailored
for CIVIS test sites.
Deliverable 4.3 - Platform enablers – Includes the
description of the predictive model as basis
for the Time-of-Use Signal service;
Deliverable 7.3 - Evaluation report – Models for
analysis and assessment of energy behaviour
interventions

Lessons Learnt: what we did... and you should not!
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Lessons Learnt:
what we did...
and you should not!

CIVIS platform has been prepared, designed,
developed and tested throughout the three project
years in close connection to the specific contexts of
the Italian and Swedish test sites. With the hope to
provide practical support to those who are interested in
implementing a similar experience to CIVIS, we report
below a series of issues that emerged during our work
along with possible solutions and workarounds.

General

Issue 1 - Implementing an intervention similar to CIVIS
one will require acting at different levels of skills
and expertises. Therefore, professional figures
with different backgrounds and skills will need to be
able to communicate efficiently, avoiding possible
misunderstandings along the development process.
Solution(s) - Practical solutions to tackle the
challenges of misunderstanding and lack of clear
communications can be: (1) to set-up dedicated
short training or knowledge-sharing sessions where
different professional figures explain to others the
pillars of their roles and backgrounds; (2) select
people who already have experiences in working
in multidisciplinary teams
Issue 2 - Misunderstandings on the purposes of
specific techniques, actions or terminologies,
may go unnoticed in multidisciplinary team groups
until it is very challenging to mediate the diverging
interpretations.
Solution(s) - Although time-consuming, to pursue
strategies for constant communication among
the different units or professional figures may be
necessary. At least at the very beginning of the
development process.
Issue 3 - When defining the frame and the objectives
for this kind of intervention it is helping to envision
successful and positive outcomes. Yet, it is also
very important that such expectations and
objectives are grounded on some preliminary
feasibility assessments. Pursuing highly ambitious
goals may be unsatisfactory in conditions of budget
and time constraints.
Solution(s) - To support the definition of a realistic
project intervention, it is useful to: (1) clearly define
key performances indicators (KPIs), which are
feasible and easily measurable, because they will

20
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support sticking to concrete developments; (2)
define tasks, objectives, and distribution of works
in a clear and unambiguous way; (3) consider to
develop a set of contingency plans for the most
relevant and ambitious part of your intervention.
Issue 4 - Change of leadership or management
may happen during the implementation of such
intervention. This may turn into a critical challenge
if transition is not handled properly.
Solution(s) - To mitigate this problem, it is important
that: (1) clarity on the continuity of the project
implementation is conveyed among the various
team members and units; (2) new management,
or leadership, show flexibility in discussing and
mitigating pending (and future) concerns that the
team may have
Issue 5 - Making such an intervention efficient and
sustainable in your specific context require both
a careful planning and execution of the design
and development. More importantly, it calls
for nurturing the system (i.e. app interface and
end users engagement) when this is deployed
and put into use.
Solution(s) - Provided that all testings have been made
for the preliminary components of the app, it is
advisable to release the system early to your end
users, even if this is not a fully fledged platform.
You can use the first feedback to tailor adjustments,
refine further functionalities and also to start
generating engagement in your target user groups.
This implies that ‘project’ does not end when the
delivery of the first version of the app.
Project planning

Issue 6 - Tailoring the details of the system through
collaborative design means being able to stay open
and listen to the main concerns and suggestions
of your user groups. This may, in turn, result into
deviations from the original details of your work
plan. On the one hand, including user groups in the
process, without concretely and honestly listening
them is counterproductive with regards to their
involvement and interest for the system. On the
other, openly integrating their feedback without
monitoring and updating the changes in the work
plan may be counterproductive for the complexities

Lessons Learnt: what we did... and you should not!
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this will introduce in the project implementation.
Solution(s) - It is important to define the project
plan in concrete terms. However, it is also crucial
to identify those parts that are most likely to be
subject to user groups feedback (e.g. app interface,
engagement strategy, integration of monitoring
solutions in households) and be aware that such
part of the project implementation may need update
and sync to reflect the actual developments done in
collaborations with end users groups.
Issue 7 - Setting up the proper infrastructure,
technologies and engagement strategy for
this intervention, it requires interaction among
different areas of the project (energy, ICT, society).
Therefore, your work plan will include several
key interconnections among the various areas of
work (or work packages). Do not underestimate
the relevance of such interconnections nor give
them for granted, as they may emerge as critical
issues in unexpected moments during the project
development. Without allocated resources and
proper time, these may be very hard to solve and
may result in critical delays.
Solution(s) - When setting your project plan, try to
make explicit all key interconnections (expected
input and outputs) among work packages and
ensure that specific tasks, with dedicated resources
and time, are allocated to take care of them.
Issue 8 - Do not underestimate the relevance of setting
a proper engagement strategy for the people who
would use the new system.
Solution(s) - Setting a proper engagement
strategy also connect to the need to know your
users groups. In your work plan allocate such
responsibility to those professional figures which
are close (culturally and geographically) to the
user groups. So to allow them direct and frequent
interaction with them, if needed.
Issue 10 - Including approaches centred on
collaborative and participatory design with your
main target user groups is both a strategy to pursue
usability of the system and to plant the seed for
proper approach to engagement. However, for such
approaches to be efficient, they need continuous
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feedback among designers, developers, and users
and the proper time frame to digest and elaborate
such feedback.
Solution(s) - Allow time for at least one full iteration
cycle of the collaborative design process in your
work plan.
Issue 11 - As many ambitious interventions, also this
one may incur in delays along the development
process prior to its deployment in the interested
areas.
Solution(s) - Be sure to: (1) allow some slack time
around the main project milestones; (2) connect
achievement of milestone to clear and measurable
KPIs, in order to support project steering.
Issue 12 - In order to estimate the efficacy of your
newly deployed system (or intervention), baseline
data (at the energy, ICT and social level) are a
fundamental prerequisite.
Solution(s) - If it is not possible to get access to
baseline data prior the beginning of project
implementations, to establish such a baseline
should be a priority of the first months of the project
activities
Issue 13 - Although achieving energy targets by
deploying ICT supporting tools may seem a mainly
technical endeavour, it is not. Engaging people
in changing (energy) behaviours has much to
do with understanding local contexts, people
heterogeneous attitudes, and local cultures.
Solution(s) - Remember to carefully balancing
allocation of your work plan activities and budget
according to your departing status. Devoting the
proper necessary resource to societal aspects
is paramount to the preparation, success and
sustainability of your intervention.
Energy aspects

Issue 14 - For several constraints (e.g. regulatory,
infrastructural, standards incompatibility), getting
access energy data at the proper level (e.g.
households, building) and time granularity (e.g. real
time, 15’, hourly) may result more challenging than
expected.
Solution(s) - Dedicated assessment studies should be
done in this regard which are able to clearly map
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the real environmental conditions of the energy
infrastructure, if these are not known.
Issue 15 - Accuracy of measurements may become
a problem if your implementation also envision
additional monitoring sensors.
Solution(s) - Dedicated assessment studies should be
done with regards to the potentialities of available
solutions in the area of monitoring sensors and
communication devices.
Issue 16 - Enhancing existing infrastructure to bridge
Energy and ICT networks requires dedicated budget.
Solution(s) - Do not underestimate the scope of such
budget, which should already be clearly defined
before the project beginning. Environmental tests
about the best solutions to purchase should be
done before settling for the chosen infrastructural
solutions
ICT aspects

Issue 17 - Envisioning an high level of integration
between Energy (monitoring and communication of
energy data) and and ICT (querying database and
providing data analytics) networks implies a strong
collaboration with the professional figures that are
in charge of the two areas.
Solution(s) - Not only, the integration of this part
should be clearly highlighted in the work plan, but
engineers, designers and developers shall make
efforts in communicating efficiently about those
parts that are expected to bridge the two areas
(e.g. definition of APIs, protocols).
Issue 18 - Remember that identifying good target user
groups for pursuing energy improvement objectives,
does not necessarily overlap with identifying good
target user groups for using your app.
Solution(s) - Do not give for granted that people
interested in achieving greater energy awareness
and efficiency are also interested in using new
ICT tools. For this reason, collaborative design
approach can give you a sense of the user groups
attitudes and suggestions for potential tailoring
of the frontend part of your system.
Issue 19 - To design and develop the frontend part
of the application as one comprehensive tool is
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counterproductive as any delay or technical problem
could hinder the finalization and deployment of the
application to your end users.
Solution(s) - In our approach we used a modular
design of the platform which allowed us
to customize and to develop some parts
independently. This also allowed to deploy
preliminary versions and deliver updates
along the way.
Social and engagement
aspects

Issue 20 - Engaging end-users into a collective
efforts of energy behaviours improvement is a
daunting task even if you can provide them with
state of the art technologies. If the ‘branding’
message of your intervention is not clear, stable
and easily understandable by your targets groups,
this may prevent engagement and undermine the
effectiveness of your efforts.
Solution(s) - Try to develop a clear engagement
strategy starting from the beginning of the project
and let the professional figures with the proper
skills in this area to interact with the relevant
stakeholders, from the end-user groups to any
of their potential representative associations.
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Issue 21 - Although an effective engagement process
needs to be flexible and ready to be adapted to
unexpected circumstances (societal aspects are
harder to clearly define without proper confrontation
on site, than an assessment of a technical
infrastructure), a proper frame and strategy
for it should be defined nonetheless.
Solution(s) - Define an engagement strategy that is
broad enough to allow contingency plans to be
put in action, but not too broad as to prevent a
coherent development throughout the duration of
the intervention.
Issue 22 - Do not give for granted that your end user
groups represent an homogenous whole with easily
identifiable needs and expectations.
Solution(s) - Understanding your target user groups
is a crucial part of your intervention which requires
careful confrontation with end users directly,
representative stakeholders, and dedicated
professional figures in charge of specific tasks.
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